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tamasha/tamaña

A new outerwear
We have created a outerwear
which makes the best use of tamaki niime's fabric!
Unprecedented work that can be worn
our fabric as it is.

With an arm hole it does not easily slip oﬀ
and a wide variety of arrangements are possible.

tamasha and tamaña are just like tamaki niime itself,
it's not as stiﬀ as a coat.
Every time you wear it,
you can enjoy various silhouette.

You can change the impression
just by showing or hiding the fringe.

It can be used like a blanket indoors or in the car.
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We have tamasha based on wool shawls
and tamaña based on wool wear fabrics.
tamasha has diﬀerent colors and patterns
on the front and back, so you can wear it reversibly
in the mood of the day.

Purchase page for tamasha
Purchase page for tamaña

How did we create?

I was choosing the textile for a new work
and when I casually drape it on,
I felt very comfortable and I thought
I could make a work as it is!
The designer says.

Made a hole for trial,
and it became a cool overgarment like a coat.
The silhouette is unique and can be worn by anyone.
We have created a new work
that makes the best use of the goodness of our textile.

Spread a large textile and cut the round sleeves
to match the pattern.

Simple but diﬃcult to sew, we decided to weave a
textile to reinforce the back of the hole exclusively
for tamasha and tamaña.
Ingenuity that can only be achieved by tamaki niime,
that we both do weaving and sewing fabrics.
We chose the thread with consideration for color
matching.

Various ways to wear
POINT

oppo
site

The point is to hold it upside
down so that the hole is more
than half above.
Wearing opposite is ﬁne, but
the length will be shorter.

Basic

Wear both arms as it is.

Basic (hood)

Move it back to make it
look like a hood!

Cross back

① Put it on and

② Pass other arm from the outside to the

pass one arm

inside. (Alternatively, fold the cloth

through the hole.

inward and then pass your arm.)

③ Bring the fabric

④ Adjust how it looks.

⑤ Done!

underneath to your
shoulders

How to wear video

Through hole

① Fold in half.

② Put it on as it is

③ Pass one end through

④ Done!

the other hole.

How to wear video

Through one arm

① Pass one arm

② The fabric that is not

through the hole.

passed through the arm

③ Bring it all the way

④ Hang it on your

from the back to the front

shoulder or fasten it
with a brooch then done!

How to wear video

Purchase page for tamasha
Purchase page for tamaña

